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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let .d be a simple abelian variety of dimension g 12 defined over the field of 
algebraic numbers and let 0 : @g -+.dc be a normalized theta homomorphism 
(cf. [12], Q 1.2). Let &, . . . . 8, be entire functions such that (19,(z), . . . ,0,(s)) forms 
a system of homogeneous coordinates for the point O(z) in projective v-space. 
Put A: = Bj/BO. Assume that S,(Q) # 0; then h(Q) is algebraic for all i. A point I+ 
in Cg with &(z_c> #0 is an algebraic point of 0 if and only ifJ;:(g) is algebraic for 
all i. The field of abelian functions associated with 0 is Cdfi, . . . ,.f,). 
If (U,, . ..) z+> is a non-zero algebraic point of 0, at least one of the coordinates 
UI, a*-, us is transcendental ([4] and Corollaire 3.1.4 of [12]); the proof uses the 
Schneider-Lang criterion (cf. [5], Chapter III, Theorem 1). It is the main 
purpose of this paper to obtain a quantitative refinement of this statement. We 
shall use Gel’fond’s (rather than Baker’s) method and therefore no hypotheses 
on the endomorphism algebra of .s9 are necessary. Furthermore, our lower 
bound is independent of the distance between t; and the zeros of &; this is 
achieved by avoiding the so-called “special points” and using a linear transfor- 
mation instead (cf. Lemma 1 below). 
THEOREM. For every compact subset K of U3, there exists an effectively 
computable C with the following property. Let u = (ur , . .., us) be an algebraic 
point of 0 with &(z_l) #0 that lies in K, and let /7, 9 . . . . j$ be algebraic numbers. 
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Let A >e be an upper bound for the heights off,(@, . . ..f.(g), let Bre be an 
upper bound for the heights of /3,, . . . ,& and take 
D: = wfl@), . ..A~). PI, . . ..a.> : Ql. 
Then 
(1) i 1 ui -pi 1 > exp ( - CD3’ 1og’A log2’ (DB log A) log-3r+1 (D log A)), 
i=l 
where r: =28-l&- 1)-r. 
It should be pointed out that, in the case where .ti is of CM-type, the 
sharpening of Theorem 1 of [7] announced in [8] implies an estimate that is 
sharper with respect to B if gr 12. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We give two lemmas that will be needed in the course of the proof of the 
theorem. The first of these is a simple result from linear algebra, the second a 
modified version of Siegel’s lemma. 
LEMMA 1. For every positive integer n, there exists an effectively computable 
C” with the following property. Given Ui,j E C (1 I is k, 1 sj in), there exist 
Xl, -*-, X, E Z satisfying x1 #O, 
n 
C oijXj#O (1 <irk) 
j=l ’ 
and 
max JXj 1 I Pk. 
1 rjrn 
PROOF. By cl, c2 we shall denote effectively computable numbers that depend 
only on n. Let N be some positive integer and put 
K:={(Xj)~,1EP:Xl+O, max lXj[ IN}. 
I sjsn 
Note that 
(2) #K>N”. 
Also put 
Hi:={(Zj)y=1Ea3n: i O;,jZj=O} (lsisk). 
j=l 
Every Hi is a complex vector space of dimension n - 1. For real vectors, linear 
dependence over C implies linear dependence over R; thus H,fI ll?” is a real 
vector space of dimension at most n - 1. Now H;fTK is a subset of Hill I?” 
whose elements have norm at most cr N and mutual distance at least 1; therefore 
# (Hi fl K) 5 c,N” - I. Summing over i gives 
(3) #(H,U...UH&-Xsc2Nn-‘k. 
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If N>c,k, combination of (2) and (3) gives 
which proves the lemma. 0 
In Lemma 2 we use the absolute logarithmic height, denoted by h. For the 
definition and the properties of this height function we refer to [13]; note that h 
is related to the classical height H by 
(4) h(a) I log H(a) + 1. 
LEMMA 2. Let IK be an algebraic number field of degree d. Suppose 
Pf, jE I K [ X ] ,  --a~ X,] (1 sisk, lcjzzn) 
of degree at most IV,, . . . . N, in Xi, . . . . X, respectively and of total degree at 
most N. Let A4 be an upper bound both for the common denominator of the 
coefficients of each P;,j and for the maximum of the absolute values of the 
conjugates of these coefficients. Let al, . . . . a, be algebraic numbers; put 
D: = [IK(q, . . . . a,) : a& Also put 
X: = n(N+ l)mdA42d exp ( 2 N,dh(a,)) 
fl=l 
and 
Uj,j: =Pi,j(Cr], -*my a,) (1 Silk, I Ij5fz). 
If n > kD, there exist xl, . . . ,x, E Z, not all 0, such that 
and 
max IXj/ 52+ (2X)kD’(n-kD). 
1 sjsn 
PROOF. Put 
Pi,j= z 
“1 =o 
. . . ,.t, a(i, j, y)X;l . . . X2 
m 
and define 
Qi,j: = IJ Z . . . v;. a(a(i, j, y))Xyl VI=0 m 
. . . Xim, 
where o runs through the @isomorphisms of IK into C. As Qij is invariant 
under conjugation, Q;,j E UJ[Xi, . . . , X,]. The degree of Qi,j with respect to each 
Xfl is at most N,d, the length of Qi,j is bounded by (N+ I)mdMd and its coeffi- 
cients have a common denominator less than or equal to Md. Now apply 
Lemma 2.1 of [13] to a suitable multiple of Qi,j. 0 
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For later use, we note that in the situation of Lemma 2, either ui,j = 0 or 
This follows immediately by applying Lemma 2.2 of 1131 to a suitable multiple 
of &, and using the estimate 1 CZ~ 15 exp (Dh(a,)). 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
I. In this proof cl, c2, . . . will denote effectively computable real numbers 
greater than 1 that depend only on 0 and K. Let x be some large real number; 
further conditions on x will appear at later stages of the proof. Let Ur 1 be an 
upper bound for 
let Vr 1 be an upper bound for 
max h(fii)+ log (XDU). 
1 lilg 
Put E: =4(DU)i. We shall prove 
(6) j, I %-Pi I > exp ( -x4r+2D3rUrV2r log-3r+1 E). 
By (4), this implies (1). 
Put S: = [xDV log-’ E], Application of Lemma I gives the existence of 
x0, . . . ,x,, E B satisfying x0 # 0 and 
i: x;t9@4)#0 (SEZ, OlS<S), 
i=o 
while 
max /xi1 5crS. 
OCiCV 
Put 
0: = i XjOi; 
i-0 
then 
(7) Itl(sg)I 2 exp (-czx2D3UV2 logp2E) (.sEZ, Ols<S). 
To see this, remark that, for every S, we can find an i, E { 0, . . . , v> with BiS(Sg) # 0. 
Write 
It follows from the proof of Lemma 1 of [8] that every term in the sum on the 
right hand side is a quotient of polynomials in fr(t_r), . , . ,f&) of degree at most 
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c3S2; the coefficients are algebraic numbers of degree at most c4 and with 
conjugates and common denominator bounded by exp (c5S2). The same must 
then be true for the expression on the left. By (5), this implies 
I I !Y!@i 2 exp (- c&WV2 log-2 E). eis(su> 
According to Lemma 1 of [6], 
1 O&w) 1 4 exp (c,S2) 5 exp (c7x2D2 V2 log - 2 E) 
and (7) follows. 
II. As in [lo], $ 4.2, we choose a system co, . . . . &,-r of generators of 
Qscfi (L_I), -. . J,(g), PI, -. . , &> of the form 
where the j,(S) are non-negative integers satisfying jr (6) + . . . +j,+,(S) rD - I. 
Put qi: = &/0 (15 is v). The field C(q,, . . . , qv) = Ccfi, . . . ,f,) has transcendence 
degree g over C (cf. [ll], 6 6); assume, without loss of generality, that qI, . . . , qg 
are algebraically independent over C. Put y: = (g - 1)-r, 
L: = [x4w3wv2y log-3y E] 
and consider the auxiliary functions 
Here ?=(A, ,..., il,), @=(& ,..., &); the p&6) are rational integers to be 
determined later. Put 
T: = [xl+5Y@+3Yu1+YT/1+2Y log-2-3Y ,F] 
and consider the system of linear equations 
(8) @‘(s)=O (S,tEiz, OlS<S, Ost<T) 
in the p&6). Put 
where Ys,i, Y$, &, EX* are the polynomials introduced in the proof of (7); note 
that K, A.h (~1, -. - JXzN f 0 and Zsdfi (z), . . .,f,(@) +O if 3 lies in a certain 
neighbourhood of u. As I@~) #O, this is also true for Es*. 
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Therefore 
(9) 
ei Csz) 
q&r) = d = y.>Fs (fi (z), . . . Jsz)) 
e(Z) ‘ys, js3* 
where the denominator is non-zero if z lies in a certain neighbourhood of g. As 
in [ 11, combination of (9) with a “safe addition formula” for fi, . . . ,f, allows us 
to define functions pS,i and vs,i, analytic at the origin, such that ps,ii(Q) # 0 and 
Here 
is a polynomial in fr(@, . . . . f,(u), /I], . . . . & of degree at most CsAiS2 in 
fi(c_1), . . ..f.(@ and at most cst in pr, . . . , pg. The coefficients are algebraic 
numbers of degree at most c 1o and with conjugates and common denominator 
bounded by 
exp (cl t (AiS + t log t)); 
similar statements are true for P~,~. Leibniz’s rule shows that we have found a 
solution of (8) if we choose the ~(4, S) in such a way that 
w fs,,=o (S,fEiz, OIS<S, OGCT), 
where 
The number of equations in (10) is at most 
sT1x2+5YD3+3YIjl+Yv2+2Y log-3-3YE. 
While the number of unknowns is 
(L + l)SD I c$Jp +Jv~4+3Yc]l+Y1/2+2Y log--r Es 
If x>c12, Lemma 2 above gives the existence of rational integersp(&, 6), not all 
zero, such that (10) and thereby (8) hold, while 
P: = max I@, 6) 1 5 exp (cr3(LS2U+ TV+ T log T)) 5 
( exp (c14x2’4~~2-t3~ul+~7/2+2~ log-2-3v ~1. - 
III. Let J be the smallest positive integer satisfying 
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Now assume that (6) does not hold. We shall prove that then, for all j 5 J we 
have 
(11) Fy(s)=O (SJEZ, OlS<S, OIt<2@). 
This is proved by induction; for j = 0 the assertion is precisely (8). Now suppose 
that (1 I) holds for some j. Define the entire functions G and G, by 
G(z): = go(zFtz), G,(z): = gsCW,Az), 
where 
g,(z): = eqz~+s~-.s~) (SE Z). 
It follows from (11) that 
G;‘)(s)=0 (s,td, Oss<S, 09<2;T). 
According to Lemma 1 of [6], 
I&(zl_c)I exp (ci51~1~) (Osisv) 
and 
I WW I NV+ 1) exp Cc15 4*). 
Comparison of the definitions of G and G, now gives 
sup lG(z)-Wz)I ~(~+~)gpcf,IIu-~l/~~v+l~ em (c&j2)~ 12-s] = I
-1 5 exp (-cl7 x 4r+2@rUrv2r log-3r+ 1 E). 
By Cauchy’s inequality, this implies 
(12) 
i 
lGcf)(s) 1 5 exp (- cl~‘~4r+2D3rUrV2r logP3’+r E) 
(s, tez, OlS<S, Ort<2jT). 
According to Lemma 2 of [3], 
(13) n-m 1 G(z) 1 5 2 ,f”,“;“,, I G(Z) 1. 
4 
III 52s 0 
2&T G (*)(s) 
z i- 5.182JST max _I ossis I I t! * 
05fczjT 
For the factors in the right hand member of (13), we possess the following 
estimates: 
max IG(z)l sPc~+~~‘~‘s exp (c~~x~+~~D~+~YU~+YV~+*Y log-2-3v E), 
1~1 52E.S 
-1 5 exp ( -2Jc2r x 2+5y~3t3yUI~y~2t2ylog~2-3yE), 
5.18zjsT5 exp (2jC22X2f5yD3+3yU1tyV2+2y log-3-3Y ,q, 
G @‘(s) max - 
I I 
5 exp (- c2j1~4r+2D3rUrV2r log-3r+1 E). 
oss<s t! 
051<2jT 
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Substitution in (13) yields, for sufficiently large X, 
mm ) G(z) 1 5 exp ( -2~~241~2+5~~3’3~~1+~~2’2~ 10g-2-3y E) 
lzI52S 
and thus, by Cauchy’s integral formula 
(14) max 1 G@)(s) 1 5 exp (- ~~c~~‘x~+~~D~+~YIJ*+YV~+~Y log-2-3Y E). OlS<S 
osfi2j+V 
Fix s < S and let t be the smallest number in {O, . . ., 2j+ r T- 1 } such that fs, t # 0. 
Leibniz’s rule then shows that FifPr)(s) = 0 for r = 1, . . , ,I. Now consider the 
formula 
Gs"'(s) = i t 
0 
gp)(~)F'~- ') (s) = g,(s)F,(')(s) = eqsu)F~"(s). 
r=OT 
Because of (14), the left hand member of this equality satisfies 
1 G:‘)(s) 1 5 exp ( -2~~~~1~2+s~~3+3Yu1+Y~2+2Y logw2-3Y E). 
Comparison with (7) shows that a similar estimate holds for IF,(‘)(s) 1. As 
it follows that 
(15) 
i 
Ifs,*tl =s 2j+1Qg2 I@‘(s) ( 5 
5 exp (-2j~2~1x2+5Y~3+3y~l+y~2+2y log--2-b E). 
However, fs,I is a polynomial in fi(g), . . . . f,(e), PI, . . . ,& of degree at most 
@S2 in fi (u), . . . , f,(u) and at most 2j+ rc30 T in &, . . . , &. The coefficients are 
algebraic numbers of degree at most c 31 and with conjugates and common 
denominator bounded by 
P exp (C32(LS2 + 2 j+‘YYog (2j+‘T))). 
According to (5), this implies 
Ifs,,tl > exp (-2jC33X2+4yU’+yY2+2y 10g-2-3YE), 
SO If Xy>C28C33, we obtain a contradiction with (15). This shows that 
fs,,=O (Ost<2j+‘T) 
which implies 
F@‘(s)=0 (OIt<2~+‘T). s 
This completes the proof of (11). 
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IV. By Proposition 1.2.3 of [12], the partial derivatives of ql, . . ..qv are 
polynomials in ql, . . . , 4”. Therefore there exist polynomials Pr , . . . , P, such that 
the functions h,,, defined by 
h,s(z): = 4rw+ St!) 
satisfy 
&=Jm,,, . . ..h.,9 
and 
~i,s(O) = dw 
Define 
Then (11) gives 
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S-l 
C ord Ql(h,,k9, .--, ~,,(z))~~~ST~C~~‘X~‘+~~~~U~V-Z~~,~-~~E. s=o z=o 
Because & is a projective variety of dimension g, there exist polynomials 
QZ, . . . , Qn such that 
07) ord Qj(hl,,(z) ,..., h&))=oa (Oss<S, 25jrn). t=O 
As in [l], we can use the fact that & is simple to prove 
(18) ord Ql(hl,,(z),...,h,,(z99<03 Ws<S9. z=o 
The set of common zeros of Qz, . . . , Q, has algebraic dimension g. As, by (17) 
and (1 S), Qr is not in the ideal generated by Qz, . . . , Qn, the set of common zeros 
of Ql, . . . . Qn has algebraic dimension at most g- I; thus IZ > v - g. Then the 
Main Theorem of [2] states that either 
(199 
S-l 
1 ord QI (h,,,(z), . . ., h,,,(z)) I c&“-’ + c&~~~*S I 
s=o z=o 
5 exp (c37~4rD3rUr V2r logL3’ E), 
which contradicts (16) if x>c 34 c 37, or the points O(su) are not all different. 
Let D be the period lattice of 0. As 0 induces an isomorphism between U/G! 
and &c, the equality of @(SF) and O(s’t_l), say, shows that there is an C~)E Sz with 
Therefore we have now proved the theorem under the hypothesis 
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V. It now remains to prove (6) in the case where mu E Sz for some m IS, In 
particular, let m be the smallest positive integer with this property; then the 
points O(g), O(u), 0(22_), .. . . O((m - l)z_r) are different. Put 
L: = [x3blD2w~ F/y log-2Y E] 
where U, V, E retain their earlier meaning, and let F and F’ be defined as 
before. Put 
and consider the system of linear equations 
(20) F,(‘)(s)=0 (Oss<m, Ost<T). 
By the same method used earlier, it is proved that the coefficients p(ai, a2, 6) 
may be chosen in such a way that they are not all zero and (20) holds. As mu is a 
period of every J;:, (20) implies 
P(s)=0 s (O<s<S Oll<T)- - , , 
here S has the same meaning as before. 
Let J be the smallest positive integer satisfying 
2J>x3r+1-5ym r-2~2r-1-3yUr-l-y~,n-2y log-2r+1+3y~, 
Repeating the extrapolation procedure gives 
F(‘)(s)=0 s (O<s<S OIt<2”2-). - , 
Define Qi and h,, as before; then 
m-l 
C ord Qdh,s(z)7 -., 1 h,,(z)) e2bzTz-ci x 3r+lmrD2rUrvr log-2r E. 
s=o z=o 
Another application of the Main Theorem of [2] gives the desired contra- 
diction. Note that for this special case of the theorem we may replace (1) with 
> exp ( - Cm’- 1D2r+ 1 1og’A logri i (DB log A) log-2r (D log A)), 
which is sharper if m is small compared to S. 0 
In [21, the authors conjecture that it should be possible to replace the 
expression c& 28-I +c36&-2 S in (19) by c~~L~+c~~LS. If this is true, the 
statement and prpof of our theorem remain correct if r is given the value 
g(g - l)- 1 = 1 + y. The only known result concerning this conjecture is Theorem 
A of [9]; this, however, forces the hypothesis S+ Lgm2, which is incompatible 
with the other constraints on the parameters except in the case g = 2. 
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